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PREFACE 
 

Recycling is one of the best ways for all of us to have a positive impact 

on the world in which we live. Recycling is essentially important to both 

the natural environment and the human beings. Litter is an environmental 

issue in many countries around the world. The amount of litter we create 

is constantly increasing because:  

• Increasing wealth means that people are buying more products and 

ultimately creating more waste. 

• Increasing population means that there are more people on the 

planet to create waste. 

• New packaging and technological products are being developed, 

much of these products contain materials that are not 

biodegradable. 

• New lifestyle changes, such as eating fast food, means that we 

create additional waste that isn’t biodegradable. 

 
 

In light of the above, we invite you to act fast as the amount of waste we 

create is increasing all the time. We should act fast! We need to act fast! 

Because recycling is a matter of life for all of us living on planet Earth! 

So let’s always remember the 3 Rs! Reduce-Reuse-Recycle! 
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1. Introduction 

“Recycling” has been a common practice for most of human 

history, with recorded advocates as far back as Plato in 400 BC. During 

periods when resources were scarce and hard to come by, archaeological 

studies of ancient waste dumps show less household waste (such as ash, 

broken tools, and pottery)—implying more waste was being recycled in 

the absence of new material.  

In pre-industrial times, there is evidence of scrap bronze and other 

metals being collected in Europe and melted down for perpetual reuse. 

Industrialization spurred demand for affordable materials; aside from 

rags, ferrous scrap metals were coveted as they were cheaper to acquire 

than virgin ore. Railroads both purchased and sold scrap metal in the 19th 

century, and the growing steel and automobile industries purchased scrap 

in the early 20th century. Many secondary goods were collected, 

processed and sold by peddlers who scoured dumps and city streets for 

discarded machinery, pots, pans, and other sources of metal. 

Recycling was a highlight throughout World War II. During the 

war, financial constraints and significant material shortages due to war 

efforts made it necessary for countries to reuse goods and recycle 

materials. These resource shortages caused by the world wars, and other 

such world-changing occurrences, greatly encouraged recycling. In the 

post-war period, a considerable investment in recycling occurred in the 

1970s due to rising energy costs. Recycling aluminum uses only 5% of 

the energy required by virgin production; glass, paper and other metals 

have less dramatic but very significant energy savings when recycled 

feedstock is used. 

Nowadays, “recycling” is a key component of modern waste 

reduction and is the third component of the "Reduce, Reuse and 
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Recycle" waste hierarchy1. In particular, the three chasing arrows of the 

international recycling logo is sometimes accompanied by the 3Rs text 

"Reduce, Reuse and Recycle". 

 

 

2. Selecting Criteria 

This project is consistent with the school curriculum since it 

enhances an environmental and cross-curricular perspective to foreign 

language learning by activating learners’ awareness on the crucial 

environmental problem of rubbish (cross-curricular links: science, 

environmental education, foreign languages, mathematics). In particular, 

the 5th grade school textbook makes specific reference to the content and 

process of ‘recycling’ through reading, writing and other tasks included 

both in the main coursebook and the activity book (Unit 5, Lesson 2). 

Viewing activities, reading comprehension, matching, coloring and 

drawing tasks as well as quizzes, puzzles, crosswords, making crafts, etc 

are the main tasks of the present program aiming to help learners develop 

their collaborative, reading, listening and writing skills after taking into 

                                                 
1 As of 2014, the European Union has about 50% of world share of the waste and recycling industries, 

with over 60,000 companies employing 500,000 persons, with a turnover of €24 billion. Countries have 

to reach recycling rates of at least 50%, while the lead countries are around 65% and the EU average is 

39% as of 2013.  
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consideration 5th grade learners’ actual linguistic and cognitive needs, 

different learning styles, their overall competence and age (see 

Appendices I-XI).  

Throughout this project, 5th grade learners had the opportunity to 

learn about recycling and familiarize themselves with the recyclable 

materials, the process of recycling and its benefits both for the 

environment and the people as well. They also became aware of the 

negative effects of litter/rubbish both in the local and the global 

community. By raising learners’ ecological awareness, they could realize 

the importance of recycling and of respecting our natural environment.     

 

3. Educational Objectives 

- Cognitive 

- To enrich learners’ vocabulary in the foreign language (vocabulary 

development). 

- To enrich learners’ grammatical knowledge in the foreign language 

(places, descriptions, adjectives, present simple, etc) 

- To improve learners’ English language pronunciation (pronunciation 

development). 

- To raise learners’ awareness of the litter problem. 

- To raise learners’ awareness on recyclable materials. 

- To familiarize learners with recycling practices. 

 

- Pedagogical 

▪ To develop learners’ collaboration towards achieving a common 

goal.  

▪ To develop learners’ personal and collective responsibility as 

members of a team/group.  

▪ To develop learners’ communicative skills.  
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▪ To make them act/behave as researchers.  

▪ To make them become active learners. 

▪ To make learners form attitudes and behaviours.  

▪ To make learners achieve their own autonomy and control.  

▪ To motivate learners’ active participation in the educational 

process. 

 

- Skills 

▪ To practice learners’ speaking skills in the foreign language. 

▪ To practice learners’ listening skills in the foreign language. 

▪ To develop learners’ collaborative skills. 

▪ To develop learners’ communicative skills in the foreign language. 

▪ To develop learners’ critical thinking. 

▪ To develop their metacognitive skills by ‘learning how to learn’. 

▪ To develop their reading skills and strategies.  

▪ To familiarize them with the use of new technologies. 

 

- Attitudes/Behaviours  

▪ To make learners acquire environmental awareness. 

▪ To make learners develop a positive attitude towards recycling. 

▪ To sensitize learners in recycling issues. 

▪ To make them realize that planet Earth is our home. 

▪ To make them respect the planet we live on. 

 

4. Methods – Means and Tools of Program Implementation 

 

❖ Discovery method, project method, learner-centered and 

collaborative method. 
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❖ Worksheets (quizzes, reading comprehension, puzzles, viewing 

tasks, gap filling, matching, crosswords, games, etc). 

❖ Use of audiovisual material through you-tube videos. 

❖ Search through the internet, books, electronic and printed material. 

❖ Use of new technologies (webquest, word clouds, blog, 

Hotpotatoes, etc). 

 

5. Domains of Interface with the Curricula of other School 

Subjects (APS-DEPPS) 

 

- English Language: to practice the foreign language by studying 

material, watching videos, carrying out tasks and activities in English. 

-  Language: study of relevant printed and electronic material. 

-  Art: drawing, coloring sheets, making crafts and collages. 

- Information Technology: collecting information through internet 

(webquest), use of new technologies (wordles, blog, you-tube, etc). 

- Environmental Education: definition of major terms such as 

environment, litter, recycling, etc. 

-  Mathematics: statistical data on litter increase, etc. 

-  Music: Songs about recycling. 

 

6. Program Timeline 

The program started in April 2017 and lasted up to June 2017. (~ 

2,5 months). Initially, there was an introduction to the definition, causes 

and effects of litter through multimodal texts and audiovisual material. 

Then learners had the opportunity to learn about the importance of 

recycling, its importance and process, as well as to familiarize themselves 

with recycling materials. To this end, learners used webquest and carried 

out a variety of tasks and crafts in English (May-June 2017). 
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7. Our Team  

Our team consisted of learners attending the 5th grade class at 5th Primary 

School of Messolonghi in the school year 2016-17.  

1. Asimakopoulos Theodoros 

2. Zogga Lambriana 

3. Thodori Anastasia 

4. Koumatas Panagiotis 

5. Kousta Pagona 

6. Bekou Nektaria 

7. Asif Fatima 

8. Panagiotopoulos Giannis 

9. Panagiotopoulos Panagiotis-Alexandros 

10. Aristopoulou Asimoula 

11. Papaspyros Spyridon 

12. Prassas Panagiotis 

13. Rigas Nikolaos 

14. Tsapatori Anna-Aggeliki 

15. Tsapatoris Aggelos 

16. Chras Athanasios 

17. Chtena Anna 

 

Responsible Teacher: Maria Tzotzou-State EFL Teacher (PE06) 

In Cooperation with: Menelaos Toukas-Art Teacher (PE18) 
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8. Litter as a Global Problem  

8.1 Definition-Causes 

Litter consists of waste products that have been disposed 

improperly, without consent, at an inappropriate location. Litter can also 

be used as a verb. To litter means to drop and leave objects, often man-

made, such as aluminium cans, cardboard boxes or plastic bottles on the 

ground and leave them there indefinitely or for others to dispose of as 

opposed to disposing of them properly. 

 

Large and hazardous items of rubbish such as tires, electrical 

appliances, electronics, batteries and large industrial containers are 

sometimes dumped in isolated locations, such as national forests and 

other public land. 

It is a human impact on the environment and remains a serious 

environmental issue in many countries. Litter can exist in the 

environment for long periods of time before degrading and be transported 

large distances into the world’s oceans. Litter can affect quality of life. 

For example, cigarette butts are the most littered item in the world, 

with 4.5 trillion discarded annually. Estimates on the required time for 

cigarette butts to break down vary. They range from five years to 400 

years for complete degradation. 
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8.2 Litter Effects 

8.2.1 Effects on Humans 

Hazardous materials encapsulated within tires and other items of 

illegally dumped rubbish can leach into water sources, contaminate the 

soil and pollute the air that people breathe. 

Tires are the most often dumped hazardous waste. Tires can 

become a breeding ground for insect vectors which can transmit disease 

to humans. Mosquitoes, which breed in stagnant water, can transmit West 

Nile virus and malaria. When tires are burned they can smolder for long 

periods of time, emitting hundreds of chemical compounds that pollute 

the air causing respiratory illnesses. Additionally the residue left behind 

can harm the soil and leach into groundwater.  

 

Open containers such as paper cups, cardboard food packets, 

plastic drinks bottles and aluminium drinks cans may fill up with 

rainwater, providing breeding locations for mosquitoes. In addition, a 

spark or a lightning flash can start a fire if it strikes litter such as a paper 

bag or cardboard box. 

Litter can be extremely hazardous. Debris falling from vehicles is 

an increasing cause of automobile accidents. Discarded dangerous goods, 

chemicals, tires, sharps waste and pathogens resulting from litter can 
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cause accidental harm to humans. Litter also carries substantial cost to the 

economy. 

 

8.2.2 Effects on the Environment 

         Animals may get trapped or poisoned with litter in their habitats. 

Cigarette butts and filters are a threat to wildlife and have been found in 

the stomachs of fish, birds and whales, who have mistaken them for food. 

Also animals can get trapped in the rubbish and be in serious discomfort. 

For example, the plastic used to hold beverage cans together, can get 

wrapped around animals’ necks and cause them to suffocate as they grow. 

Other instances where animals could be harmed by litter include broken 

glass lacerating the paws of dogs, cats and other small mammals. Organic 

litter in large amounts can cause water pollution and lead to algal blooms. 

Cigarettes could also start fires if they are not put out and then discarded 

in the environment. 

  

         More specifically, litter that is tossed into the ocean can travel long 

distances with the currents and winds. Not only does this litter directly 

affect marine life and birds, but it also washes onto beaches, is caught in 

fishing nets, damages boat motors, is an eyesore and smells bad. Plastic 

bags and plastic wrap can asphyxiate marine animals and fish, and birds 

can easily entangle themselves in plastic six-pack rings and strings. 

Animals also get sick or die from swallowing trash, such as cigarettes and 
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silicon packets. Metal scraps and broken glass can cut the flesh of birds 

and other animals. 

 

        Land litter is not hard to spot and comes in all types -- cigarette 

butts, plastic bags, old tires, fast food wrappers and plastic and glass 

bottles. Litter isn't just unsightly: It can cause vehicle accidents and 

injuries, smother plants, start fires and harm or kill animals. It also 

attracts rats and harmful bacteria. 
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9. Recycling: Setting the Context 

9.1 Definition 

          Recycling is the process of converting waste materials into new 

materials and objects. It is an alternative to ‘conventional’ waste disposal 

that can save material and help lower greenhouse gas emissions 

(compared to plastic production, for example).  

 

 

         Recycling can prevent the waste of potentially useful materials and 

reduce the consumption of fresh raw materials, thereby reducing: energy 

usage, air pollution (from incineration), and water pollution from 

landfilling. 

 

9.2 Why Recycle? 

9.2.1 Environmental Importance 

Recycling is very important as waste has a huge negative impact on 

the natural environment.  
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• Harmful chemicals and greenhouse gasses are released from 

rubbish in landfill sites. Recycling helps to reduce the pollution 

caused by waste. 

• Habitat destruction and global warming are some the affects caused 

by deforestation. Recycling reduces the need for raw materials so 

that the rainforests can be preserved. 

• Huge amounts of energy are used when making products from raw 

materials. Recycling requires much less energy and therefore helps 

to preserve natural resources. 

9.2.2 Importance to People 

Recycling is essential to cities around the world and to the people 

living in them.  

• No space for waste. Our landfill sites are filling up fast. 

• Reduce financial expenditure in the economy. Making products 

from raw materials costs much more than if they were made from 

recycled products. 

• Preserve natural resources for future generations. Recycling 

reduces the need for raw materials; it also uses less energy, 

therefore preserving natural resources for the future. 

 

9.3 What to Recycle? 

Recyclable materials include many kinds of glass, paper, and 

cardboard, metal, plastic, tires, textiles, and electronics. The composting 

or other reuse of biodegradable waste—such as food or garden waste—is 

also considered recycling. Materials to be recycled are either brought to a 

collection centre or picked up from the curbside, then sorted, cleaned, and 

reprocessed into new materials destined for manufacturing. 
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In the strictest sense, recycling of a material would produce a fresh 

supply of the same material—for example, used office paper would be 

converted into new office paper or used polystyrene foam into new 

polystyrene. However, this is often difficult or too expensive (compared 

with producing the same product from raw materials or other sources), so 

"recycling" of many products or materials involves their reuse in 

producing different materials (for example, paperboard) instead.  
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Another form of recycling is the salvage of certain materials from 

complex products, either due to their intrinsic value (such as lead from 

car batteries, or gold from circuit boards), or due to their hazardous nature 

(e.g., removal and reuse of mercury from thermometers and thermostats). 

 

 

 

9.4 How to Recycle? 
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9.5 The Recycling Process 
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9.6 Examples of Recycling Materials 
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10. Teaching Procedure  

10.1 Rationale  

The present project was based on a WebQuest activity by exploiting 

online resources towards gradually developing learners’ thinking and 

documentation in a collaborative context (Han & Bhattacharya, 2001). 

Primary learners were provided with extended guidance and scaffolding 

due to their low EFL proficiency level as well as other age constraints 

(Synteta, 2001). That is why, initially, the teacher pre-screened and 

selected reading and audiovisual materials, designed activities and 

tailored tasks to learners’ level (Brandl, 2002) to help them overcome 

initial hesitation and engage them actively in the project work 

(Moursund, 2003).  

The actual WebQuest activity was carried out organizing 

collaborative work through group formation and subtasks built upon the 

main task of the recycling project. To this end, Ls used online resources 

(e.g. wikipedia) that helped them develop a searching/exploring mentality 

interacting with meaningful and authentic content (Franklin & Ali, 2003). 

Each group researched, processed and created information using the 

online resources to accomplish the subtask assigned to them, that is to 

explore the litter problem, the recycling process, the importance of 

recycling, the recyclable materials, etc. In this way, learners developed 

their higher-order thinking and decision-making skills guided by relevant 

printable worksheets drawn from internet sources. During WebQuest, 

learners’ autonomy was enhanced as they accessed websites in a personal 

and critical way making their own decisions through tasks which are 

open to critical thinking (Brandl, 2002).  

All in all, through WebQuest learners ‘grasped’ new information to 

use it actively in order to achieve a certain purpose indulging in critical 
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thinking which involved problem solving, analysis and synthesis (March, 

2003). They also developed an in-depth understanding of the project 

issue through the consolidation of their prior knowledge enriched with the 

new information they discovered (Spiro et al., 1994). WebQuest 

enhanced peer collaboration as learners worked together to complete the 

task which reduced the feeling of isolation through peer support (Johnson 

& Johnson, 1994). This also helped maintain motivation at a higher level 

as learners continued to work together towards achieving a common goal 

(Schofield, 1995).  

 

10.2 Implementation 

 Basic requirements: a. technical equipment (teacher’s laptop, an 

overhead projector, the school computer lab, internet connection, 

an ink jet printer), b. materials/aids: (pencil and rubber, paper, 

dictionary, glossary, worksheets, recyclable materials). 

 Steps:  

▪ Step 1: To discuss with learners the topic of the project by 

asking an inquiry question in order to motivate them and 

create expectations towards preparing the end product.  

▪ Step 2: To prepare learners for the main task providing them 

with reading material/tasks and motivate them through 

viewing tasks in class as a whole (you-tube videos about 

recycling, recycling practices, previous projects etc). 

▪ Step 3: Group formation and assignment of subtasks to each 

group, e.g. litter, recycling, recyclable materials, etc.  

▪ Step 4: Each group was provided with ‘group-specific’ 

online resources and carry out a Webquest activity on their 
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own in order to explore the sub-topic assigned to them, e.g. 

recyclable materials.  

▪ Step 5: Each group carried out the subtask assigned to them 

based on relevant, ‘group-specific’ websites, you-tube 

videos, printable worksheets and guiding questions. 

▪ Step 6: Each group produced and presented their product to 

the whole class to trigger a plenary discussion as a whole 

class. 

▪ Step 7: Project evaluation and reflection through self-

assessment and a whole class discussion. 

▪ Step 8: The end product, an e-book entitled ‘Remember the 

3Rs! Reduce-Reuse-Recycle’, was posted on the school 

blog. 

 Selection of Sources: the teacher found and evaluated sources 

(YouTube videos, reading texts, websites and web documents) 

which were appropriate to 5th grade learners’ age and level as well 

as printable worksheets about recycling. 

 Scaffolding: learners were provided with guidelines on how to 

gather, analyse and organise information, how to use technology as 

well as strategies for working together. 

 Worksheets: use of printable quizzes, reading comprehension tasks, 

crosswords, word search, colouring sheets, puzzles, etc.  

 Project presentation: all groups together, under the guidance of 

their teacher, publish their e-book ‘Remember the 3Rs! Reduce-

Reuse-Recycle’ by posting it on the school blog.  

 Project assessment: it was carried out through evaluation sheets 

using group-, self- and teacher assessment checklists. 
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10.3 Organization of Collaborative Work 

The teacher set a timeline and deadlines and divided learners into 

four groups (4 learners per group) to assign each group separate subtasks. 

Rules and ethics of group work were also discussed. More specifically, 

after group formation, each group of learners explored a specific topic 

regarding recycling as follows:   

▪ 1st group: The Litter Problem 

▪ 2nd group: The Importance of Recycling 

▪ 3rd group: Recycling as a Process 

▪ 4th group: Recyclable Materials 

Before project presentation to the public by publishing/posting the 

final product which is an e-book entitled ‘Remember the 3Rs! Reduce-

Reuse-Recycle’ on the school blog2, each group of learners presented 

their findings to the whole class and a plenary discussion follows to 

practice oral speech in the foreign language. 

 

10.4 Activities/Tasks 

Emphasis was placed on young learners’ preparation for the main 

task through teacher-led activities (e.g. video watching, reading 

comprehension, crosswords, quizzes, colouring sheets, printable 

worksheets, HotPoatatoes) and teacher-determined web resources. In 

particular, project activities included both individual and group tasks as 

follows: 

▪ Viewing activities about recycling and recyclable materials in the 

classroom based on you-tube videos to practice learners’ listening 

comprehension skills in the foreign language (see Appendix I). 

                                                 
2 http://blogs.sch.gr/5dimes/  

http://blogs.sch.gr/5dimes/
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▪ Writing activities using printable note-making worksheets drawn 

from the web by inviting learners to select, analyze and synthesize 

the information gathered about recycling through the WebQuest 

activity working in groups (see Appendix II). 

▪ Cognitive tasks such as quizzes, crosswords, word search, etc, to 

consolidate learners’ knowledge on the recycling topic exploiting 

printable worksheets from the web while working on their own/as 

individuals (see Appendix IV, Appendix VII and Appendix XI). 

▪  Colouring tasks including colouring the logo/symbol of recycling 

with the three arrows, etc (see Appendix III).  

▪ Solving e-Puzzles to add fun and consolidate further the new 

knowledge regarding the recycling process, recycling bins, etc (see 

Appendix V).  

▪ Creating a Tagul Word Cloud as a whole class. Tagul is an 

application for generating ‘word clouds’ from multimodal texts 

already provided to the learners gathering key words related to the 

recycling project (see Appendix VI).  

▪ Making crafts with recyclable materials such as robots, pictures, 

musical instruments, Mrs Recycling, a bridge, a painting, etc. 

during the art lesson under the guidance of the art teacher, Mr 

Menelaos Toukas (see Appendix VIII). 

▪ Making posters about recycling and recycling messages (see 

Appendix IX). 

▪ Filling evaluation sheets for feedback (see Appendix X).  

▪ Joining a plenary discussion in the classroom for reflection and 

feedback at the end. 
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11. Post-Program Evaluation of the Outcomes 

During the implementation of the present project there was a focus 

on learner-centeredness taking into consideration 5th grade learners’ 

English language competence level, their background knowledge of the 

topic, their expectations, their different learning styles, needs and 

collaborative skills as well as the school curriculum. To this end, learners 

were engaged in various differentiated tasks such as viewing, reading, 

colouring, note making, word clouds, crosswords, quizzes, craft making 

and other fun activities (see the Appendices) increasing their motivation 

and achieving their active involvement in the project towards 

familiarizing them with recycling. Learners had the opportunity to work 

either as individuals or in groups in order to research the topic of 

recycling via internet by themselves, that is to ‘learn by doing’ in an 

autonomous way. The information gathered regarding recycling, its 

content, importance and process, etc was presented, processed and 

consolidated in the classroom using printable worksheets from the web as 

well as other stimulating activities (see the Appendices).  

To conclude, this project gave 5th grade learners the opportunity 

not only to learn about the major environmental issue of recycling thanks 

to internet technology but also to develop ecological/environmental 

awareness by realizing the great importance of recycling as well as 

familiarizing themselves with ways of practicing recycling in their 

everyday life. In this way, they also realized the need to respect the 

environment and the need to help solve the litter problem all together. 

Last but not least, regarding the development of learners’ cognitive skills, 

they practiced further their foreign language skills through reading, 

viewing, listening, speaking and writing tasks in English, especially their 

‘lexis’. Moreover they practiced new literacies such as their internet and 
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webquest skills developing a positive attitude towards both self-directed 

learning and peer collaboration.  
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX I: VIEWING TASKS 
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APPENDIX II: WRITING TASKS 
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APPENDIX III: COLOURING TASKS 
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APPENDIX IV: PRINTABLE WORKSHEETS 
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APPENDIX V: E-PUZZLES 

 

 

 

http://www.jigsawplanet.com/mtzotzou/Recycling-Project
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APPENDIX VI: TAGUL WORD CLOUD 
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APPENDIX VII: RECYCLING E-TASKS 

 

1. Matching Task 
 

 
 

2. Gap-filling Task 

 
 

 

http://users.sch.gr/mtzotzou/Recycling.htm
http://users.sch.gr/mtzotzou/Recycling_JCloze.htm
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APPENDIX VIII: RECYCLING CRAFTS 
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APPENDIX IX: MAKING POSTERS 
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APPENDIX X: EVALUATION SHEETS 

 
I. LEARNERS’ SELF-ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST 

 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES ACHIEVED 

 

 

A. WEBQUEST SKILLS 

 

Now that we have completed our project I feel I can: 

 

 Yes  Not sure No 

Surf the internet to find information.    

Use websites to find specific 

information. 

   

Select the information I need from a 

website. 

   

Use information from a website into my 

document avoiding copy/paste. 

   

Insert photos into my text.    

 

B. EFL SKILLS/COMPETENCE 

 

I believe that working on this WebQuest project has helped me: 

 

 Yes  Not sure No 

Enrich my vocabulary in English.    

Improve my reading skills (scanning, 

skimming). 

   

Improve my writing skills (note-taking, 

writing long texts). 

   

Improve my listening skills.    

Improve my speaking skills (discuss and    
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negotiate with my peers) 

 

C. PROJECT WORK 

 

While carrying out the project I enjoyed: 

 

 Yes  Not sure No 

Working in groups.    

Surfing for recycling.    

Searching for information.    

Using the Web.    

Visiting and using websites 

(WebQuest). 

   

Learning about the recycling process.    

Learning about the recyclable materials.    

Learning about why and how to recycle.    

Using technology.    

 

D. OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 

 

Now that we have finished our project: 

 

 Yes  Not sure No 

We have achieved our goal.    

We met unexpected problems.    

I would like to do another project in the 

future. 

   

I would like to learn more about the 

recycling issue. 
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II. TEACHER’ S SELF-ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST 

 

TEACHER’S ‘SELF-INQUIRY’ OVERVIEW OF THE 

PROJECT 

 

 Yes  Not sure No 

Did my learners like the topic of the 

project? 

   

Was the main aim of the project 

achieved? 

   

Were the learning objectives achieved?    

Were learners provided with clear 

instructions? 

   

Was learners’ active participation 

achieved? 

   

Was the WebQuest activity adequately 

set up? 

   

Were the web resources selected 

appropriate to my learners’ age and 

level? 

   

Did the activities help learners in their 

project work? 

   

Was all the information required 

included in the suggested resources?  

   

Was I an effective facilitator?    

Were there enough teacher- learners 

interactions to provide assistance and 

feedback? 
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Did group collaboration work well?    

Was the project process organized 

effectively? 

   

Was the end product of the project 

successful? 

   

Did learners’ use technology effectively 

(WebQuests and word processing)? 

   

Did my learners improve their EFL 

skills (writing, reading, speaking and 

listening)? 

   

Did my learners use their critical 

thinking? 

   

Were my learners fully motivated?    

Were there unexpected 

problems/obstacles? 

   

Was there project evaluation as a 

whole? 

   

Did the project meet my expectations?    

One thing I’m proud of is:  

 

 

One thing I would do differently is:  
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APPENDIX XI:  

PRINTABLE WORKSHEETS- 

LEARNERS’ SAMPLES 
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